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Terraria rainbow dye guide

From Terraria Wiki Example of colored clothing coordinated with dye. Wooden armor stained with all available dyes. My dear, what you're wearing is too drab. Be sure to take a lesson in dyeing your tired outfit!- Dyes from the dye dealer are items that can be placed in the Rifts of the player's inventory
dyes to change the colors and/or textures of equipped armor, vanity items, and accessories. Dye Trader NPC sells two dyes (silver dye and brown dye) and dye vat (5). Other dyes must be made using a dye tax or obtained through trade in Strange Plants to the Dye Dealer. Basic made dyes can be
further combined to create shades, gradient and patterned dyes. Currently, there are 113 / 110 / 68 different dyes in the game (112 / 109 / 67 in the world for a single player, because the team dye is not available in single-player worlds). Some dyes will make sprites visible in complete darkness, most of
which are strange dyes. Dyes are not available in 3DS due to the unavailability of pixel shaders. Basic dyes[edit | edit source] All basic dyes are made in Dye Vat. Their craft ingredients (without silver dye and brown dye) can be found as background objects in the natural world or are guaranteed drops
from special enemies. All dye plants show on the map. None of the basic dyes is visible in complete darkness. All colored primary dyes (except black) can be combined with silver dye to create bright dyes in Dye Vat. None of the bright dyes is visible in complete darkness. Crafts Bright Red Dye + n/a
Bright Orange Dye + n/a Bright Yellow Dye + n/a Bright Lime Dye + n/a Bright Green Dye + n/a Bright Teal Dye + n/a Bright Cyan Dye + n/a Bright Sky Blue Dye + n/a Bright Blue Dye + n/a Bright Purple Dye + n/a Bright Violet Dye + n/a Bright Pink Dye + n/a Bright Brown Dye + n/a Bright Silver Dye × 2
n/a This dye produces fade effects between multiple colors. They are made in Dye Vat. None of the gradient dye is visible in complete darkness. These dyes creates multi-color patterning, used as separate blocks depending on the shape of the element. All colored primary dyes, and some flame gradient
dyes, can be combined with black or silver dye for &lt;Color&gt; and Black Dye or &lt;Color&gt; and Silver Dye, respectively. They are made in Dye Vat. None of the complex dye is visible in complete darkness. Dye ingredients Crafts Red and Black Dye + n/a Orange and black paint + n/a Yellow and black
dye + n/a Lime and black dye + n/a Green and black dye + n/a Turquoise and black dye + n/a cyan and black dye + n/a Sky Blue and Black Dye + n/a Blue black dye + n/a Purple and black dye + n/a Purple and black dye + n/a Pink and black dye + n/a Brown and black dye + n/a Silver and black paint +
n/a Flame and black dye + n/a Green Flame and Black Dye + n/a Blue Flame and Black Dye + n/a Dye components Red and Silver Dye + n/a Orange and silver dye + n/a Yellow and Silver Dye +&lt;/Color&gt; &lt;/Color&gt; &lt;/Color&gt; Lime silver dye + n/a green and silver dye + n/a turquoise and silver
dye + n/a cyan and silver dye + n/a Blue and silver dye + n/a blue and silver dye + n/a dye purple and silver + n/a Dye purple and silver + n/a Pink and silver dye + n/a brown and silver dye + n/a Black and white dye + n/a Flame and Silver Dye + n/a Green Flame and Silver Dye + n/a Blue Flame and Silver
Dye + n/a These dyes are awarded as reward for the task from the Dye Dealer in exchange for Strange Plants. Rare orange or cyan colors can only be awarded in the hardmode world. Strange colors have different degrees of visibility in total darkness. These animated dyes are made using fragments of
the moon in Dye Vat. Sun dye is the only lunar dye with any visibility in complete darkness. UnobtainableUse the items or effects described in this section exist as functional elements of the game, but can not be acquired by normal gameplay. Dye Sell Rarity Visibility in Darkness Notes Color Only Dye
150 03* High Makes the player completely white. Disappears from your inventory as soon as you're in the world, if it appears in your inventory through the inventory editor. The associated ColorOnly shader is used internally to draw player outlines on the minimap. His sprite is a copy of the Unicorn Wisp
Dye. Dye Hard • Equip the dye with every possible dye slot. Equip the dye in all dye slots. All vanity items will use dye, except for the familiar shirt and trousers. You can change the colors displayed when you wear the Friends set by using the dresser. On the other hand, a familiar wig will change the
appearance of the player's hair after the dyed. If the dye has an effect, like Bloodbath Dye, for example, will give the player special effects (hair will have a drip of blood from it, in the case of Bloodbath Dye). This allows for interesting dye/hair dye colors, effects and combinations. When transformed into a
werewolf or merfolk by neptune's crust, moon's spell, moonshell, or heavenly crust, any dye placed in the dye's crevices will color the head, torso and legs of a werewolf or merfolk as if they were objects of vanity. Dye-making materials that are naturally located can be re-placed manually by players (e.g.
as decoration) excluding Pink Spiked Pear. Green and turquoise mushrooms, as well as blue flower, can be placed on any blocks. Orange bloodroot must be suspended from the bottom of any block. Lime seaweed must be immersed in liquid. When placed, they take up space as a single tile, even
though most of them look larger or higher than one tile (the same happens with Strange Plants). Materials for the manufacture of dyes dropped by the enemy must not be placed scales, purple mucus, black ink). Primary and combined colors affect only the shade of the armor color, but not the saturation
level (i.e. how vivid the color is). This means that these dyes have relatively intact armor and clothing, such as a Ninja set, Necro armor, and a Reaper set. Complex dye, however, armor color completely, so they don't have the same problem. Some white/silver clothing items, such as Mrs. Claus Heels,
will not properly dye the basic dye, but take on the desired color when a combination of silver dye is used. Colors with a small blue sphere in their icon have a unique animation. The lid of the coloring container seems to indicate some things about the type of dye: Dark gray eyelid indicates the basic dyes
Silver cover indicates bright dyes Blue-gray cover indicates multicolored / gradient dyes, with a deeper blue lid for intense dye Checkered lid indicates the dye folded, with the dark is [...] and black, the light is [...] and silver, and bluish is [...] Flame and [...] Green cover means glowing gold cover means that
the dye is reflective Purple cover means animated dyes or other special effects Red cover is reserved for team dye dye also changes the appearance of the player's helmet on the map. Some dyes that have animation , such as live flame dye or phase dye , can make mounts, minecarts and wisp in the
bottle seem invisible. For some armor (such as meteor armor), the trails will reflect the color of the dye. This means that if the player has a blue dye, pink dye and yellow dye on the armor, it will divide into a place where it shows traces of three colors. Oddly enough, there is no White Dye, however Bright
Silver can sometimes be an alternative. Complex colors have another stock sprite in the old generation console version, showing one normal bottle with colored dye next to a small bottle of black or silver dye. All the colors and items used to create them sell for 20, so the initial character should pick them
up every time they are encountered to sell them, even if they are not interested in the dye itself. To create thirteen () / three () each dye (one for each dye socket, including combined and complex dyes), you need: 104 / 24 each red husk, green mushrooms, turquoise mushrooms, blue berries, purple
mucus, purple scales and pink spiked pears; 156 / 36 each of the orange blood leaven, lime seaweed, cyan husks and blue flowers; 208 / 48 Yellow calendula; 247 / 48 Black inks; 403 / 75 silver (costing 43 / 75); 13 / 3 team dye (costing 13 / 3, multiplayer only); 52 brown dye (costing 52); 130 Pink gel;
260 Crystal Shards. It takes at least 170 Strange Plants to get 15 each dye (3 dye per plant) reward for 13 dye slots (probably much more because getting multiple rewards from the Dye Dealer is common). To create only one of each dye, if the player does not want to repeat, you need: 8 red green
mushrooms, turquoise mushrooms, blue berries, purple mucus, purple scales and pink prickly pears; 15 each of the orange bloody feathers, lime seaweed, cyan husks and blue flowers; 16 Yellow calendula; 19 / 16 Black inks; 31 / 25 silver dye (costing 31 / 25); 1 team dye (costing 1, multiplayer only); 4
brown dye (estimate 4); 10 Pink gel; 20 Crystal Shards. It is a. a. you will be able to apply dye to your weapons. The function was later scrapped because the particle and staining systems did not work very well with it. If you're not hunting for either specifically, and the mechanical boss has already been
defeated, it's more likely that someone will acquire a Live Rainbow Dye against Rainbow Dye due to the folded Rainbow Dye craft tree. Hades' dye effect is a reference to Hades' character in Disney's 1997 animated fantasy film Hercules. Desktop 1.3.4.4: Some elements of staining rarity are tweaked
colors. Desktop 1.2: Introduced. The elements, which were previously called dyes for manufacture, were changed to a thread. Thread.
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